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2.1 Language change and historical linguistics

Greek philosophers were aware of the fact that human language is subject to change in the course of time. But only from the nineteenth century onwards did scholars develop a truly scientific approach to language change and its description. During the Middle Ages various suggestions had been put forward with regard to language development, but religious prejudices frequently stood in the way of a correct understanding of historical processes; thus one widespread view was that all languages somehow descended from Hebrew. Then in his justly famous Anniversary Discourse of 2 February 1786 (published in Asiatick Researches 1.415–431 (1786)) Sir William Jones brought basic features of Sanskrit to the attention of western scholars. He contended that Sanskrit, Greek and Latin stem from a 'common source, which, perhaps, no longer exists' and surmised that Germanic and Celtic derive from the same source 'though blended with a very different idiom'. The first quarter of the nineteenth century then saw the development of a reliable methodology in genetic linguistics. The main point concerning language relationship can be phrased as follows: two or more languages are genetically related if they stem from a common ancestor; the fact and the degree of the relationship are established on the basis of deep-cutting structural agreements which cannot be due to chance. Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Germanic, Celtic and a few other languages stem from a common proto-language, which is usually termed ‘Indo-European’ (in German: indogermanisch). The aim of historical linguistics consists in following up the development of a given language through its history. This involves the study of texts in as far as records are available.

A good deal of what will be said in the following paragraphs is speculation. Linguistic reconstruction can hardly ever be ‘proved’; only very rarely do further discoveries confirm the reconstructions at which scholars arrived on theoretical grounds. The variety of reconstructions and reconstruction systems available and currently used in Indo-European linguistics is quite baffling. It must nevertheless be stressed that the surface differences mainly result from differing interpretations of the material, whereas the underlying methodology of reconstruction is basically agreed upon. It is the purpose of the following pages to explain this common methodology.

The main concepts which underlie historical linguistics are the regularity of sound change and the systematic character of diachronic change in general. Once the genetic relationship obtaining between certain languages has been clarified, the common underlying language, which we term a proto-language, can be reconstructed. It is perhaps best to illustrate the methodology here with reference to one concrete example. A noun meaning 'father' is found in surprisingly similar shape in a number of languages: Old English fēder, Old Frisian fēder, Old Saxon fēder, Old High German fēder, Gothic fēder, Old Icelandic fēðr. If we omit further details for the moment it should be quite clear that the similarity of these forms can hardly be due to chance. Rather the similarity is the result of the words stemming from one common ancestor. The ancestral form was used in a language not attested but reconstructed on the basis of such correspondences. This ancestral language is termed 'Germanic', also 'Proto-Germanic'. The Germanic form for 'father' can be assumed to have exhibited initial *f-; further details of the word's form will be dealt with below. We can then confront this form with correspondences in other languages: Latin pater, Greek πατήρ, Sanskrit pātā-. These cognate forms show that the Germanic languages exhibit initial *f- where other related languages have initial *p-. We can assume that there is a sound rule according to which initial *p- of the ancestral language of Germanic, Latin, Greek and Sanskrit became *f- in Germanic.

The systematic investigation of cognate forms and the reconstruction of common ancestral forms culminated in the work of the 'first' generation of Indo-Europeanists, the outstanding scholars being Rasmus Rask (1787–1832), Franz Bopp (1791–1867) and Jacob Grimm (1785–1865). A major revolution in Indo-European studies occurred in the 1870s. One of the principles of the 'Neo grammarians' was the Ausweisbarkeit der Lautgesetze (sound laws do not suffer exceptions). Modern Indo-European studies still largely build on the foundations
2.2 The Germanic languages

The term ‘Germanic’ is used to describe a group of closely related languages which were spoken in southern Scandinavia and northern Germany in the first millennium before Christ. Major migrations in the course of the first centuries of our era brought about a considerable spread of these languages. This section will first give some information about the documentation available for the various Germanic languages; then an attempt at characterising the linguistic structure of Germanic will be made.

Our earliest Germanic material is available in the writings of classical authors. It goes without saying that stray onomastic elements and terms for special weapons or other tools found in Greek or, mainly, Latin authors are generally difficult to interpret and do not reveal much about the linguistic structure of Germanic. A second and very important source of information about early Germanic is provided by borrowings into Finnish, a non-Indo-European language. Apparently Finnish has changed little phonetically since that time, so that a form like rongar ‘ring’ is nowadays quite close to the Proto-Germanic form, from which it was borrowed; we reconstruct the form as Gmc *rongaz > *rīngaz (cf. OE bræg ‘ring’). But by far the most important source for reconstructing Proto-Germanic is available in the textual attestations of the individual Germanic languages, among which the early documentation claims our major attention. The individual Germanic languages will be enumerated here in a roughly chronological sequence according to their earliest attestations (see Figure 2.1).

It is likely that at the time of our earliest runic inscriptions all the Scandinavian languages, which in historical times clearly fall into two groups (West Norse and East Norse), were rather similar. The oldest runic inscriptions may date back to somewhere round the year AD 200,
The place of English in Germanic and Indo-European system. The Indo-European verb had a three-way formal contrast of present - sorit - perfect, whose precise functions are hard to define. The Germanic verb, however, above all indicates 'tense', and the German rendering of 'verb' as 'Zeitwort' is therefore quite meaningful. In the Germanic verbal system two tenses are expressed, which may be termed the 'present' and the 'preterite'. The verbs of Germanic are split up into two major groups, called 'strong' and 'weak' verbs, and the criterion for this arrangement is provided by the formation of the preterite. 'Strong' verbs form their preterite by a change in the root vocalism; this change in the vocalism is termed 'ablaut'. The process is found down to the present period in examples like sEng: sing, ride: rode, ges: got. The basis for the 'strong' preterite is the Indo-European perfect (with perhaps some forms from the sorit system blended in). 'Weak' verbs attach a dental suffix to the unchanged root or stem found in the present. This process remains vigorous today. Thus the preterite of knock is knocked, by the side of law we find lord, and for greet we use greeted. The weak preterite is certainly an innovation of Germanic, whose precise origin is hardly clear. Proto-Germanic also has a number of special lexical items. But the lexicon is usually less reliable in establishing linguistic relationships than phonology and morphology.

2.3 The Indo-European languages
That Latin was somehow related to Greek was a common assumption already in antiquity. But the usual view then was that Latin 'descended' from Greek. Only in the course of the nineteenth century was the correct relationship established: Latin and Greek are genetically related because they both descend from a common ancestor, namely Indo-European. There is no reason whatsoever for postulating any particularly close relationship between Latin and Greek. Since Latin and Greek are the two Indo-European languages most widely known in European tradition, the examples in the following presentation will often be drawn from them. Nineteenth century scholarship was based on material from the following Indo-European languages: Indic (Sanskrit), Iranian, Armenian, Greek, Italic (Latin and the remaining Italic dialects, of which Ocean and Umbrian are the best known), Celtic, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic, and Albanian. The authoritative account of Indo-European comparative grammar as developed in the nineteenth century is Brugmann's Gnomon (Brugmann 1897–1916).
At the beginning of the twentieth century two further languages (or language groups) became available to Indo-Europeanists, namely Anatolian and Tocharian. Of these two, Anatolian, whose most important member in this context is Hittite, had a particularly deep influence on Indo-European studies. Whereas nineteenth century Indo-Europeanists drew on material that did not stem from a period earlier than 1000 BC (at the utmost), Anatolian documents can be dated back to somewhere around 1800 BC. Surprisingly, Anatolian did not confirm many of the reconstructions that had been established on the basis of the Indo-Iranian and Greek material; on the contrary, Anatolian presented strong deviations in various respects. This gave rise to a new theory concerning the split-up of the proto-language. A number of scholars favoured the view that Anatolian (Hittite) was not a daughter language of Indo-European, but rather a sister in the sense that both Anatolian and Indo-European descended from one common language, which was termed Indo-Hittite. The debate is still going on. Subgrouping in general is a controversial subject in Indo-European studies. Whereas most authorities agree that Indic and Iranian go back to a special subgroup called ‘Aryan’, none of the other assumed proto-languages between Indo-European and the individual Indo-European languages has been widely agreed upon; Figure 2.2 gives a schematic representation of some of the possible arrangements of the Indo-European languages within the system of genetic trees.

Since the present chapter cannot deal with any of these controversies it was deemed best to explain the linguistic system of Old English within what has come to be called the Greco-Aryan model. This reconstruction model, although by no means uniformly accepted by all scholars, had gained a certain amount of adherence around the turn of the century, and it still remains the background for much creative work in Indo-European reconstruction. It is mainly based on the systematic agreements of the two oldest branches of Indo-European then available to scholars. Since a number of individual reconstructions of Indo-European forms will be given in the subsequent sections (above all in the section on historical phonology), it may be best to illustrate the various concepts scholars have had of Indo-European by quoting a piece of reconstructed text. The famous piece called ‘eine Fabel in indogermanischer Ursprache’ (‘a fable in Indo-European’) was published more than a century ago by August Schleicher and showed the main ideas scholars had concerning Indo-European around the middle of the nineteenth century. The fable was then ‘up-dated’ by Hirt in the first half of our century, and a ‘new version’ was published by Lehmann and Zgusta in 1970. The title ‘(das) Schaf und (die) Rosse’ (the sheep and the horse) and the concluding phrase “Dies gehört-habend bog (entwich) [das] schaf [auf das] feld (es machte sich aus dem staube)” (“having heard this, the sheep took flight into the plain”) appear as follows:

Schleicher (1868)  Hirt  Lehmann and Zgusta
avini akholas ha  avini akholas ha  avini ahōli-kha
at akhromunus avini  at akhromus avini   avini ahāli-
agrom 2 bhūga  avini aghrom ehāga  avini aghrom ehāga

2.4 Historical phonology

The reconstruction of the Indo-European phonemic system is perhaps the most controversial area in Indo-European studies at present. In Figure 2.3 a listing is offered of the phonemes of Indo-European that can be reached on the basis of equations of the type mentioned above: The agreement between Skt piṣṭ-, Gk πορευ-, Lat. pas- leads us
Towards assuming that IE had a voiceless labial stop in the initial position of the word for ‘father’, a voiceless dental stop in medial position, and the stem ended in -r. The main points of dispute concerning this system of consonants can be outlined as follows. The system is structurally ‘unbalanced’, because it has a very high number of stop consonants and only a single spirant (i). Within the system of the stop consonants it has been objected that the fourfold distinction of t - th - d - dh is actually found in Sanskrit only; we have thus in need of immediate evidence for ascribing the four series of stop consonants (voiceless: t, voiceless aspirate: th, voiced: d, voiced aspirate: dh) to the proto-language. But the reduction to t - dh - d, advocated by some scholars, is found objectionable on typological grounds, since a language that has the opposition: t: d is likely to have a voiceless aspirate and not a voiced aspirate; typologically we would assume t: th: d rather than t: dh: d.

Perhaps the most deep-cutting innovations in twentieth century Indo-European studies centre around the concept of the ‘laryngeal theory’. In its most widely accepted form the laryngeal theory states that Indo-European had three consonants, which may be represented as s, s₂ and a. The phoneme represented by s in Figure 2.3 would then have to disappear from the sound system of Indo-European. These consonants, s, s₂ and a, should not be counted among the vowels. Since the laryngeals are assumed to have been consonants, a fairly widely adopted usage is to write b, b₂, b. It seems, however, that the consonantal value of b had no direct effect in Germanic. The most important development of the laryngeal(s) occurred in interconsonantal position, where vocalisation took place. In Germanic the result of vocalic s is uniformly a.

Figure 2.3 The consonantal and vocalic phonemes of Indo-European

Apart from these major points of dispute, many minor issues are controversial. For the present purposes it seems best to stick to a rather traditional account, however. The sound system of Indo-European as presented in Figure 2.3 results from systematic comparison of cognate lexical items in the individual languages. Only a fraction of the material (with emphasis on Sanskrit, Greek and Latin) can be presented here; the main purpose of the following sections consists in establishing the relationship between Germanic phonemes and their Indo-European starting-points.

2.4.7 Consonants

Indo-European had five voiceless stops:

/p/; IE *pater- ‘father’ (Skt pater-, Av avaters-, Arm hauer (IE *p- > h- in Armenian), Gr *patér, OIr. atáir (initial p- was lost in Celtic), Gmc *fader- (> Go. fader, OE fader, OSax. fadar, OHG fadar)).

/th/; IE * tér ‘three’ (Skt trí, Gk trí, Lat. tēs (< *trēs with loss of intervocalic -r)), OIr. trí, Gmc * trijaz (> Go. trí, OE þrī)).

/d/; IE *dēs ‘hundred’ (Skt desa (IE * dés > Skt dé), Av. devam (IE * devam > Av. dēvam), Gk dávados (d- is due to secondary innovation), Lat. centum, OIr. ci, Welsh cant, Lith. centras (IE * dés > Balt. ci), OCS štěta (IE * dés > Slavic štět, but the origin of št- is unclear), Gmc * band- (> Go. band, OE band)).

/ð/; IE *brwhu- ‘raw flesh’ (Skt hrwhi, Skt Áttrah- ‘bloody’ = Av. áhưva- (Atharav. IE *brwhu > *ahu-), Gk épác, Lat. crux, Lith. árupas ‘blood’ (< *brwhu-po- or *brhow-po-), Gmc *brhu-o- (> OHG hró, OS hrā, OE hreaw, ON hrá < IE *brhu-o-). Note: Some of the forms quoted here show an alternation in the root vocalism termed ‘ablaut’, which will be dealt with further on; it should be noted that the root consonantism is stable in ablauting forms.

/k/; IE *kʰi/ *kʰy- ‘who?’ and also *kʰa- (Skt kṣa- (interrogative stem), Skt kṣu ‘who?’), Lat. qui, Osc. pi-, pī, OIr. cia ‘who?’; cia ‘what?’, W pay (IE *kʰa- became p in Ocean and British, but in Irish h- resulted from *kʰ- with loss of the labial part), Lith. kūs, OSS kūnas ‘who?’, Gmc *huwaz (> Go. hēwa, OHG hōwa, OE hēwa)).

The evidence for five voiceless aspirated stops is uneven; the following examples may be offered:

/phi/; IE *phol- ‘fall’ (It must be stressed that this root is quite uncertain, but the following points should be mentioned. Arm. plainn ‘fall’ cannot have had p- because IE *p- > Arm. b- (cf. bher ‘father’).
The remaining cognates, besides not being absolutely certain, may have had initial p-: Lith. *šalti* ‘fall’ and Gmc *fælá-* (> Go. *fællan*, OE *fælan*). Gmc *fæl-* may also be connected with IE *pet-* ‘fall’, the immediate predecessor would be *pet-le- > Gmc *fæla- > (assimilation) *fæla-. Other possible examples for IE *ph* have initial l- (*mobile*), e.g. Skt *phrahāti* ‘rumbles’, Gk *φωτοφύεται* ‘rattle.’


/*kh/*: IE *khaí- ‘cut up’* (Gk *ἑξάω* ‘I cut up’, Skt *chimati* (< *khr̥-ne-d-i-ti* ‘he cuts’; the other languages show forms that may go back to *sk*, e.g. Lat. *simulare* ‘teas’, Lith. *šiekoti* ‘separate’, Gmc *skitā- ‘caccare’ (> OE *cētan*).)

/*kh/*: IE *kábbha- ‘plough’* (The reconstructed form *kābbha* is perhaps indicated by Skt *kābha* ‘branch’ and Go. *bheha* ‘plough’).

Most of the voiced stops of Indo-European are attested by a number of excellent expositions. On structural grounds we posit five voiced stops, but it must be pointed out that the material allowing the reconstruction of */bh/ is extremely weak.

/*bh/*: no clear evidence (A reasonably good case for the occurrence of */bh/ can be seen in the present formation of the root for ‘drink’. The root is to be posited as IE *ph- (Skt *pāt-)*. The thematic present was formed by reduplication: *ph-ko-tā* (reduplication (consisting of root-initial consonant p- + reduplicating vowel -i-)) + root initial consonant p-, which was voiced to b-, + thematic vowel -e- + person marker for 3 sg. is found in Skt *vahati*, OIr. *bhēd* (p- was lost in Celtic) and Lat. *bēre* (initial p- was assimilated in voice to b-). No matter how the intervocalic b- in IE *pāt-ē* is ultimately explained, it must be secondary, since it is identical with the root-initial p-. In Germanic, the phoneme */ph/, which would be the regular continuation of */bh/ is quite frequent. A root *dubh- (meaning ‘deep, hollow’) has been assumed to underlie the following words: Goidelic *duibh- ‘world’ (cf. OIr. *domh ‘world’). In Duino-nico ‘world-king’, Lith. *dubus* ‘deep’, Gmc *dubja- (> OE *dub ‘deep’).

/*dh/*: IE *dhekh(i)- ‘ten’* (Skt *dasa*, Av. *dana*, Gk *δέκα*, Lat. *decem*, OIr. *deich*, W deeg, Gmc *þonan (> Go. *taudem*).)


/*g/: IE *gaih- ‘roke’* (Skt *gāyā-, Gk *γαῖρον*, Lat. *ingen*, Gmc *gāk-a- (> Go. *jēk, OE *goc*).)

/*g/*: IE *gōm- ‘go, come’* (Skt *arṣir* ‘ago ‘he went’ (< IE *gām-u-ti, Gk *φαίνεις* ‘go’ (imperative of present *gēm-o-), Lat. *sentire ‘come’ (IE *gā- > Lat. *v-), Gmc *kāwen- (> Go. *qimem, OE *ceoman ‘come’)).

Indo-European had five voiced aspirated stops. They are unitary phonemes, just as the voiceless aspirated stops */bh/, */dh/, etc. are unitary phonemes. The transliteration as b, d, etc. widely used nowadays has therefore a good deal to recommend itself, above all since it allows the distinction between the sequence */d- + b- (= consonant + laryngeal) and the unitary phonemes */d/, etc. But the traditional representation as bh, dh, gh, and g̣h is kept here.

/*bh/*: IE *bhor- ‘carry’* (Skt *bhrātā ‘he carries’, Av. *bhoritī, Gk *φέρω, Lat. *fero, OIr. *hiru, Gmc *ber-i- (> Go. *hēren, OE *hēran)*

/*dh/*: IE *dī- ‘place’* (Skt *dāthi ‘he places’, Av. *dādi- < IE *đē-đē-i- (reduplicating present: in words with two succeeding aspirates in syllabic initial position the first loses aspiration by dissimilation: */dī- > d- (Grassmann’s law), Gk *νομος* (both Aryan and Greek have a reduplicating present, but in Greek the reduplicating vowel is i-; in *dilje-di-mi a breath dissimilation similar to the one found in Skt *dāthi* occurred, but it took place after the peculiar Greek change of dḥ > d). Lat. *facies, fēt* (IE *dīh > Lat. *fēt*; both present *fēt* < *dē-ks- and perfect *fēt* exhibit an extension in-i-), Lith. *dētis ‘part’, OCS *dētis*, Gmc *dē-‘i (in nominal formations, e.g. *dēdī ‘(OE *dēdz ‘deed’, OHG *tātis), dēt- (in the verb OE *dē tus ‘do’, OHG *tawis)*

/*gh/*: IE *wogh- ‘move’* (Skt *vahati*, Av. *vaciati, Gk (Parianh. Foggio) ζωγρ ‘let him bring’, Lat. *wēh, OIr. *gō ‘cart’ (< *wogh-se-), Gmc *wōg-a- (> Go. *wegan, ON *weg ‘move’, OE *wegan**)

/*gh/*: IE *tragh- ‘go’* (Skt *tr̥gātī ‘goes’, Gk *τραγάνος, OIr. *tág ‘I go’, Gmc *tr̥g-a- (> Go. *træg, OE, OHG *traga)*

/*gh/*: IE *gōben- ‘beat’* (Hitt. *ameni ‘he kills’ (root present *gēb-ti, Skt *hātei, Av. *jaitei, Gk *βιού * ( < *gēb-pel), OIr. *gāne ‘I kill’, Lith. *gēn̥ gūti ‘drive cattle’, OCS *gēno ‘goat, Gmc *gōna (reflexes of this root can be found in Go. *gōwe ‘battle’ > OE *gāh, but perhaps also in *fan-an- ‘murderer’ > OE hām ‘the reflexes of *gāh in Germanic case problems)).

If the consonantal phonemes reconstructed in the preceding pars-
graphs had the phonetic values of the corresponding Sanskrit phonemes, then the consonantal system of Indo-European underwent considerable change in the course of its development into Germanic. If the phonetic properties of the Indo-European phonemes differed, then the description of the development from Indo-European to Germanic would have to be revised. The traditional account assumes a shift in the consonantism, often termed Grimm's Law. The mechanism of this consonant shift can be described as follows. The voiceless stop consonants become voiceless spirants: \( p \rightarrow f, t \rightarrow s, k \rightarrow x \), etc. > km. The voiceless aspirated stop consonants fell together with the voiceless stops and became voiceless spirants; from the point of view of Germanic, the two series cannot be distinguished. The voiced stop consonants became voiceless: \( b \rightarrow p, d \rightarrow t, g \rightarrow k, g^* \rightarrow km \). The voiced aspirated consonants first became voiced spirants. At least in some positions they became the corresponding voiced stop consonants. The following rules can tentatively be set up: \( b^b > b > b, d^b > d > d, g^b > g, g^*b > g^* > g, (k^r) \). Figure 2.4 a simplified picture is drawn up to show the mechanism of the Germanic consonant shift.

\[ T \] stands for tensis (= voiceless stops, but these include also the voiceless aspirated stops). A stands for aspirated (the assumption is that the tenuisses were first aspirated and then became spirants, but A also means aspirated stops of the type IE \( b^b \)), and these are the precursors of the Germanic voiced stops at least in some cases), \( M \) stands for media (and means in this context voiced stops). The complicated process of the Germanic consonant shift can be visualised as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IE T (e.g. } f & \text{) } \rightarrow \text{ Gmc A (} f \text{)} \\
\text{IE A (e.g. } d^b & \text{) } \rightarrow \text{ Gmc M (} d \text{)} \\
\text{IE M (e.g. } d & \text{) } \rightarrow \text{ Gmc T (} d \text{)}
\end{align*}
\]

The basic correspondences of Germanic consonants as outlined above were known to scholars throughout the nineteenth century. But a surprisingly high number of exceptions caused considerable difficulities. Thus the word for 'brother' can be assumed to have had \(-r-\) in intervocalic position on the basis of clear correspondences like Lat. \( frater \), Skt \( bhr atr \), and Gk \( \\btheta r\alpha \). The voiceless spirant found in Go. \( bhr \) (voicing of intervocalic \( f \) in OE \( bhr \) is secondary) is consequently quite regular. But the words for 'father' and 'mother' clearly also exhibited \(-r-\) (cf. Skt \( p\delta \), Gk \( m\rho \), Lat. \( p\ctor \), Skt \( m\du \), Gk \( \mu \nu \), Lat. \( m\\u00f6t\)), and yet the Germanic cognates have \(-d-\) in medial position (OE \( f\ctor \), \( m\ctor \) (\(-r-\) in OHG \( f\ctor \), \( m\ctor \) is due to a secondary development of \( \text{-d-} \)). This baffling discrepancy was explained by Karl Verber in a famous paper published in 1877. The regulation has ever since been referred to as Verber's Law. According to Verber's Law voiceless stops of Indo-European, which regularly yielded voiceless spirants in Germanic, became voiced if the accent in Indo-European was not on the immediately preceding syllable. Thus \(-r-\) in IE \( *p\ctor-\) appeared as \( \delta \) in Germanic in contrast to \(-r-\) in IE \( *bhr\ctor-\), which led to \( b\). The only spirant which is assumed for the consonantal system of Indo-European is \( /s/ \). The spirant \( /s/ \) is basically kept unchanged in Proto-Germanic. But it took part in the voicing process ruled by Verber's Law. Thus the original position of the accent. Gmc \( /s\) /yielded/ \( /s/ \) in intervocalic position in Old English (rhotacism, for the process compare Lat. \( f\ctor \) (\( \nu\bar{e}\tau \) 'flower'), but in final position it is generally lost. The paradigm of the verb for 'choose' has the following stem forms in Old English: \( \text{ofyn, esyn, aren, aren, which go back to Gmc } *\text{k}\text{ym} \). *\text{k}\text{ym} \). *\text{k}\text{ym} \). *\text{k}\text{ym} \). The underlying root is IE \( *\text{gym} \), which is reflected in Gmc \( *\text{kym} \), whereas Gmc \( *\text{kym} \) goes back to the ablauting form IE \( *\text{gym} \) (with e-grade), and Gmc \( *\text{kym} \) represents yet another ablaut grade, namely the zero-grade IE \( *\text{gym} \) (with unstressed root).

The sound correspondences described so far provide an excellent example for the regularity of sound change. One major set of apparent exceptions was eliminated by the discovery of Verber's Law, and a few minor details may also be mentioned. The voiceless stop consonants (together with the voiceless aspirated stop consonants) undergo no change in the course of their development into Germanic when they are preceded by \( r \), thus \( f\ctor, st \), and \( th \) remain unchanged: *\text{stand} \), the Germanic verb for 'stand' (OE \( \text{stand} \)), exhibits the initial group \( *f\) -found in Lat. \( st\ctor \). Furthermore \( *f\) must be noted that in a sequence of two stop consonants only the first is shifted and the second remains. This phenomenon can mostly be observed in medial position: a form
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corresponding to Lat. captus (formation in -te- from root kap-) is found in Gmc *bafa- (> OE baf*.) captive 
.Clearly only the first consonant in the group -t- is shifted. Finally it has to be pointed out that a group of 
two dents always yields -s- in Germanic, thus the re-formation 
belonging to the root *red- 'sit' can be posited as IE *red- > 
*sete- and 
led to Gmc *sateis > OE setas 'seat, bench'. Loanwords, which entered 
the language only after the respective sound change was over, do 
not show the effects. Thus Gmc *pasa- 'path' is probably ultimately due 
by borrowing from Iranian pas-; and the initial consonant is not shifted.

2.4.2 Reassonants and semivowels

In addition to the stop consonants and the spirant /s/, Indo-European 
had six further consonants, which have closely related vocalic 
correspondences. They are termed resonants and semivowels: m, n, r, l, s 
function as consonants, whereas w, n, r, /, l, w function as vowels. 
Furthermore there was at least one sound which was similar to the 
spirants and tended to vocalisation; this sound will be termed 
'laryngeal'. This section will illustrate the consonantal value of these 
phones, their vocalic realisation will be dealt with subsequently.

The six resonants m, n, r, l, s and w can be exemplified as follows:

/m/: IE *müter- 'mother' (Skt μδαर- 'mother', Av. mātar-, Arm. 
mezr, Gk περγα, Lat. méter, OIr. méthair, Gmc *mētred- (> OE médor, 
OHHG mēter))

/n/: IE *nagom 'name' (Skt náma 'name', Av. náma, Arm. nāna, Gk 
νόμα, Lat. nāmen, OIr. naim, Gmc *nōmac- (> Go. name, OE name))

/r/: IE *rēg- 'king' (Skt rāj- 'king' (rāj- is extended by -an), Lat. 
rex (< *rāk-), OIr. rī (< *rēk-) (IE r yielded l in Celtic); the Germanic 
stem *rēk in Go. reiks 'ruler', OE rīc 'kingdom' has often been 
explained as due to borrowing from Celtic *rēg with substitution of 
Gmc *-a- for *-e-)

/l/: IE *lindh- 'grow' (Skt rīdhati 'grows, rises' (Skt r continues IE 
l)), Av. raudati, Gk ἔδωκεν 'free' (adjectival formation in -o- from 
root *lindh-, the prothetic vowel *e- is due to a specially Greek 
development), Lat. libert 'children', Gmc *lind-u- (> Go. linden, OHHG 
lihsan 'grow')

/s/: IE *jujum 'yoke' (cf. above under /g/)

/w/: IE *wër- 'man' (Skt vr̥- 'man', Av. vr̥-, and Lith. vyr̥ 
point back to a proto-form *wvr̥-, whereas Lat. vir, OIr. fer, and Gmc 
wur-u- (> Go. wair, OE wair) indicate a starting-point *wvr̥- with short
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- The noun *wir- is probably to be analysed as a re-formation from 
a root (zero-grade) *wir-.

The most controversial phoneme in the Indo-European sound system 
as offered in Figure 2.3, is /s/; this phoneme was formerly assumed to be 
a vowel. The underlying reasoning can be briefly summed up as follows. 
If we confront Skt pitṛ- with Lat. pater, it is immediately clear that the 
vowel following upon /p/ cannot have been /i-/ in Indo-European 
since /s/ was kept unchanged in Latin, nor can it have been /-a-/, 
because /s/ was kept unchanged in Sanskrit. Consequently it was 
assumed that the phoneme following /p/- in the Indo-European word 
for 'father' was yet another vowel, which was represented by ō and 
referred to as 'schwa' (the term 'schwa' is taken from Hebrew 
grammar). In the course of the twentieth century the position and 
interpretation of 's' has stood in the centre of prolonged research and 
discussion. The main points of dispute can be outlined as follows. There 
are strong indications that /s/ originally had consonantal value(s). For 
historical reasons the term 'laryngeal(s)' is used to describe these 
sounds. It was furthermore argued that the comparative material points 
to the existence of more than one 's', although no agreement as to the 
precise number of these phonemes was reached. The most influential 
scholars in Indo-European, however, tend towards postling three 
laryngeals. As a result of the prolonged dispute, different transcription 
systems are now in use. Thus the laryngeal(s) can be represented as 𝜓, ψ, ρ, or β₁, β₂, β₃, or δ₁, δ₂, δ₃. For the present purposes some 
simplification may be justified in view of the complexity of the question.

Furthermore Germanic does not offer any strong evidence in favour 
of the view that the distinction between three (or more) laryngeals was 
phonemically relevant in its prehistory. There is no support for the view 
that the consonantal value of the laryngeal(s) was kept in Germanic. 
Therefore it is reasonable to use the traditional sign 's' in our 
reconstructions. In as far as s was kept during the development into 
Germanic it became vocalised and fell together with the reflexes of IE 
/a/ and /o/.

2.4.3 Vowels

In the early period of Indo-European studies it was thought that the 
vocalic system of Sanskrit was particularly close to that of the proto- 
language. Consequently the system of short vowels was reconstructed 
as having exhibited i, a and u. But by the second half of the nineteenth
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2.4.4 Vocalic resonants

The resonants which were enumerated above function as consonants in word-initial position. They also function as consonants in the sequence TrRC, where \( \gamma \) is the vocalic kernel, \( T \) and \( C \) are any two stop consonants, and \( R \) stands for \( m, n, r, l \). If by the process of ablativus \( \langle -e \rangle \) is absent in a root of the structure TrRC, then \( -R \) in the sequence TrC assumes vocalic function. \( R \) (\( R = m, n, r, l \)) represents the resonants in vocalic function. In the development to Germanic, \( \delta \) yielded \( a \), as can be seen from the following equations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fj} & : \text{IE } *\text{悍} \text{'hundred' (material above under } \delta) \\
\text{fj} & : \text{IE } *\text{呾} \text{- (zero-grade of } \text{呾} \text{'stretch') (Skt } \text{tad} \text{- 'extended' (to-formation IE } *\text{呾} \text{-)}, \text{Gk } \text{vards}, \text{Lat. } \text{vestus} \text{(IE } *\gamma \text{ > Lat. } m), \text{Ofr. } \text{têt} \text{ 'string' } < \text{IE } *\text{呾} \text{-}), \text{Gmc } *\text{mu-n-} \text{- (ON } \text{munor } \text{'thin', OE } \text{fenn}, \text{Oscr. } \text{muhen}, \text{OHG } \text{muhun}) \\
\text{fj} & : \text{IE } *\text{呾} \text{- (zero-grade of } \text{呾} \text{'turn') (Skt } \text{stppá}, \text{Lat. } \text{vorus}, \text{vuris} < \text{IE } *\text{呾} \text{- (IE } *\text{呾} \text{- > Lat. } -r-)), \text{Gmc } *\text{wurd} \text{- (weak alternant in perfect, e.g. } \text{OE } \text{wurden 'we became')} \\
\text{fj} & : \text{IE } *\text{呿} \text{- (IE } *\text{呿} \text{- (Skt } \text{tekh}, \text{Gk } \text{kev}, \text{Lat. } \text{tefur, Gmc } *\text{wuljaz } < \text{Gmc. } \text{wulf} \text{-, ON } \text{ulfur}, \text{OE } \text{wulf, OHG } \text{wulf})} \\
\text{The phonemes traditionally pointed as } \theta, \eta, \dot{e}, \dot{e}, \text{ etc. can be viewed as } \eta, \eta, \eta, \text{ etc. within the framework of the laryngeal theory. The reflexes of } \text{IE } *\text{呿}, \text{ etc. are identical with those of } \text{IE } \eta, \text{ etc. in Germanic.} 
\end{align*}
\]

2.4.5 Laryngeal and dipthongs

The equations given below allow us to set up the following long vowels for the proto-language: \( i, i', \dot{e}, \dot{e}, \ddot{e}, \ddot{e} \). But the status of the individual long vowels within the morphophonological system of Indo-European differs a good deal.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fj} & : \text{IE } *\text{呿} \text{- is a suffixal element found in Lat. } \text{au-lus } \text{(carus) 'pork' (derived from } \text{auτ} \text{- 'swine') and recurs in Gmc. } *\text{muhr} \text{- (Go. } \text{muhn}, \text{OSax. } \text{muhr, OHG } \text{muhr, cf. Go. } \text{muhr 'shoulder'}) \text{. Note: OE } \text{muhu } \text{has secondarily switched its declension class; the regularly expected form would be OE } \text{mu} \text{. For the proto-form Luvian } \text{hauw} \text{- indicates an initial laryngeal: IE } *\text{hauw}. \\
\text{fj} & : \text{IE } *\text{midhu 'honey' (Skt } \text{madhu 'sweet drink, honey', Gk } \text{meBhe, Ofr. } \text{mid, Lith. } \text{medis, Gmc } *\text{mu} \text{- (ON } \text{mykfr, OE } \text{me(s)u, OHG } \text{meha})}. \\
\text{fj} & : \text{IE } *\text{posiτ} \text{- (see above under } \text{fj}). \\
\end{align*}
\]
The diphthongs of Indo-European can be interpreted as sequences of $e$, $a$, or $e$ or $i$ or $e$. Furthermore the sequences of $a$, $o$, $a$ or $o$ can also function as diphthongs. The following equations can be offered for the basic diphthongs $ei$, $oi$, $au$, $eu$, $au$.

$|a|$: IE *h₂iresh 'split' (Skt bhidamī; contrast subjunctive < bhidd-−a, the archaic present is formed by a nasal infix, Skt bhidādā 'I split'), Gk ἐβδομα 'I spare', Gmc *estr-a *(OE, Gmc *eisr (OHG bēgan))

$|a|$: IE *ekares 'one-eyed, squinting' (Skt kerarwa- 'squinting' (not certainly connected), Lat. caesus 'blind', OIr. cesh, Gmc *hēθa- (OE geða, OHG geθan))

$|o|$: IE *lēk(a)- 'he has left' (perfect of root *lēk-), (Skt rīs, (i in reduplication is due to an innovation), Gk λῆσσα, Gmc (with loss of reduplication) *lēs(a) (OE lef(a))

$|o|$: IE *hēθa- 'be aware' (Skt bhidati 'is aware', Av. huvaiti, Gk ευθύθως 'notice', Gmc *hēθa- (OE, ang. bindon, OE bindan, OHG bōstan))

$|u|$: IE *smag- 'increase' (Skt (comparative) dīpas- 'stronger', Lat. augére 'increase', Gk αὔξάω, Lith. augti 'grow'), Gmc *sēθ- (OE ang. suck 'increase', OE past participle form 'pregnant')

$|u|$: IE *loθ- 'clearing' (*laθ- is a nominal formation from the root *laθ- 'shine'; in this nominal formation the root appears in a-grade; Skt laθ- 'free space, world', Lat. lūcus 'grove', Lith. liūk- 'field', Gmc *loθ- (OHG ëðh))

Although at a given point, the sequences $e$, $o$, etc. probably consisted of $e$-consonantal $i$, the 'diphthongs' $ei$, $oi$, $au$, $eu$, $au$ certainly had phonemic status in the period preceding the emergence of Germanic.

It will have been noticed that in Indo-European 'roots' the consonantal skeleton is stable, whereas alternation in the vocalism is found within certain morphologically describable limits. This alternation in the root vocalism is usually referred to as 'ablaut' (sometimes translated as 'asphony'). The precise reasons for the rise of ablaut are unknown, but at least partly ablaut is connected with the movement of the accent. Indo-European was a language with so-called 'free' accent, in other words the accent is not predictable in a given word. Thus the accent was on the second syllable in the word for 'father' (IE *pater-).
of the root (cf. past participle Gmc *rid-anz- > OE ge-riden, infinitive riden), but in fact we find Gmc *set-anz- > OE seten (with e-grade). In a number of forms we find a lengthening of the basic vowel or of the quasinatural ablaut of the basic vowel. Both e and æ are found in certain categories of Indo-European nominal (and perhaps verbal) formations. The precise origin of this 'lengthened' grade is unclear in most cases. The root noun for 'foe' (root *pad-) appears with e in Lat. pās (< *pēd-), but Germanic *fāser- in all probability indicates a nominative IE *pēde-m- (cf. Skt pā).

The Germanic innovations in the vocalic system were hardly less deep-cutting than those concerning the consonantism. Some of the most important changes will be briefly enumerated here with, as far as possible, reference to the material as given above.

The accent was uniformly retracted to the first syllable of words. As a consequence of the then general initial stress unstressed syllables tended towards weakening. By the time of Old English, medial and final syllables had already undergone considerable reduction, in Modern English they are widely lost.

The vowels /a/ and /e/ fell together as /a/ in Germanic; IE /e/, when vocalised, also yielded /a/ (IE *ag- > Gmc *ak-, IE *kauw- > Gmc *aunz-, IE *paer- > Gmc *pater-).

The vowels /i/ and /o/ fell together as /i/ in Germanic (IE *mai-er- > Gmc *mider-, IE *dio- (o-grade of *dio-ic) > Gmc *dio-).

A new long monophthong usually termed æ arose in the early history of Germanic. This phoneme is found in some isolated lexical items like the adverb Gmc *æz- 'here' and in the preterite of a number of verbs of class VII. It is most likely that æ is due to an innovation, but the precise origin of this phoneme is unclear.

The diphthong er was monophthongized to ë, the other diphthongs remained unchanged (IE *thord > Gmc *þihr-).

The short monophthongs /e/ and /i/ remained basically unchanged, but a good deal of overlapping occurred because /e/ merged with /i/ if i/ followed in the next syllable, and /i/ was lowered to /e/ before /a/ of the following syllable (IE *æ-ad- > Gmc *esazot-), but /i/ and /æ/ clearly had phonetic status in Germanic.

The inherited patterns of ablaut were kept and even elaborated in the verbal system; the preterite and past participle of strong verbs regularly exhibit ablaut.

2.5 Historical morphology

Morphology deals with the changes a given word undergoes when used in a concrete chain of speech. Morphology is subdivided into inflexion and derivation. Inflexion is subdivided into declension and conjugation. Conjugation deals with the changes verbal forms undergo in certain syntactic contexts, whereas declension analyses the changes exhibited by nouns, pronouns, numerals and adjectives. Derivation, also referred to as word-formation, describes the patterns according to which new lexical units can be created in a language on the basis of the existing lexical stock. In view of the enormous complexity found in the pronominal forms, the brief overview of historical morphology presented in the following lines will be concerned with the noun, the adjective and the verb only.

2.5.1 The noun

An Indo-European noun can be analysed as consisting of three constituent parts: the root element is followed by one or more stem-forming elements (ß is also a possible stem-forming element), and the stem precedes the marker(s) for case and number. In theory we would expect the markers for case and number to be analysable into an element which indicates the number and another which indicates the case; in practice this distinction is carried through only rarely. The Germanic and hence the Old English nominal system is the regular continuation of the underlying Indo-European morphological patterns. For Indo-European we can postulate a noun *weibaz-'woman', which consists of a root element *weib-, a stem-forming suffix -az-, and a marker *-az for nominative singular. Lat. lupus is the continuation of the e-stem *wulfaz-, ë-az, but by classical times final ë-az had developed into Latin -us. Since IE *az became *a in Germanic, the reflex of IE *wulfaz-az-az is *wulfaz-az-az (the reflex of IE *-az- is regularly Gmc *daz-, but apparently ë-az- in Gmc *wulfaz-az-az became *-az); hence we speak of ë-stems in Germanic.

The Indo-European nominal system may be reconstructed as having had three genders, three numbers and eight cases. The Modern English noun system with no grammatical gender, two cases (general case and possessive) and two numbers (singular and plural) exhibits extreme reduction of the original pattern. But the reduction was slow and gradual. The three genders of Indo-European were masculine, feminine and neuter. How this system arose is a controversial question. By no
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The system of Indo-European nominal declension (*-stems)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Lithuanian</th>
<th>Gothic</th>
<th>Germanic</th>
<th>Indo-European</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. nom.</td>
<td>*vaḥha</td>
<td>*h₂aḥha</td>
<td>*laḥh₂a</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voc.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>*vaḥha</td>
<td>*h₂aḥha</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inst.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. nom.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abl.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inst.</td>
<td>*vaḥh₂</td>
<td>*h₂aḥh₂</td>
<td>*laḥh₂</td>
<td>*lauh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
<td>*âuh₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dropped in the course of the development to Old English, so that the nominative is endingless there (OE *u/).

Vocative singular:

The vocative singular lacked the distinctive marker *-r for the nominative. In thematic stems, the vowel *-r is found in the vocative. The vocative has a form distinct from the nominative in Gothic, but in West Germanic nominative and vocative became identical when both *-ar (nominative) and *-r (vocative) were lost.

Genitive singular:

The reconstruction of the genitive singular of thematic stems is problematic. The form *dvaḥs found in Rustic Norse would seem to indicate an ending *-ars for the genitive singular, and early Old English forms like domæs, which led to domæs by weakening of *-s in unstressed position, confirm this reconstruction. But Go. dagis cannot directly be derived from Gmc *dalgi:s. The prehistory of Gmc *-s(ō) is also somewhat unclear. In the individual Indo-European languages we find a variety of forms for gen. sg. of thematic stems. By the side of *-sōs, clearly indicated by Skt *dvas- and Gk -σας (in Homer), which later became -sov (interlocutive *-s became *-b > *-s > *s in Greek), we may assume the existence of a form *-sōs, which could explain the Germanic ending
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Dative plural:
Whereas the majority of Indo-European languages exhibit forms characterised by suffix initial *-bh- in the dative, instrumental, ablative plural (e.g. Skt. *bhavhi (padhāti, instr. of padh- ‘foot’), *bhavati (padhāti, dat. abl. of padh-), Lat. *pudindī (the dat./abl. of *pud- stems continues the historical locative and instrumental, therefore *pudītis entered for ‘loc.’ and *pudīnis in the table on p. 49), Germanic derivs. considerably in that forms with suffix initial *-m- are used, and the closest correspondences of this case marker are found in Baltic and Slavic. Gmc. *mesc possibly also *mes can be compared to Lith. *menis (dat. abl. pl. vilkmenis) and OCS *enma (dat. abl. pl. vilkmeni). The dative plural for Gmc. *wulfes- can be posited as *wulfes-mes or *wulfes-nes.

Accusative plural:
The accusative plural of *s-ends in -es in Gothic, and the underlying Gmc. *nes can be interpreted as the regular continuation of IE *nes (= thematic vowel + marker *-es for accusative plural). It has been suggested that the marker *nes for accusative plural consists ultimately of the marker *nes for accusative followed by the sign *-es for plural. *nes > *nes. In Old English the accusative plural adopted the form of the nominative plural.

The usual grammatical analysis distinguishes between vocative and consonantal stems in Germanic. As one example for vocative stems the a-stems (IE a-stems) have briefly been dealt with. The remaining stem classes will simply be enumerated here, since they will be dealt with in full in chapter 3. Besides the stems in Gmc. *nes the vocative stem classes include the following types: a-stems (Gmc. *nab- ‘gift’ (Go. gifting, OE gifting)), i-stems (Gmc. *giōt ‘guest’ (Go. goot, OE givin)), a-stems (Gmc. *sōn- ‘son’ (Go. son, OE son)). All Germanic i-stems were feminine, the a- and a-stems were both masculine and feminine; a few neuters occurred in the a- and a-stems. Apart from the stems in Gmc. *a-, *i- and *a-, which continue Indo-European stems in *a-, *i- and *a-, Germanic had also inherited a number of consonantal stems. The term "consonantal" refers to the fact that in this class of noun stems the respective marker(s) for case and number occurred upon a consonant, whereas in the vocative stems the respective marker(s) followed upon a vowel. Since in the vocative stems the number of contractions occurred, which tended to blur the boundary between the stem forming element and the respective case markers, consonantal stems usually are more transparent in this respect. Thus nom. pl. IE *padies- clearly has the
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The major innovation in the Germanic adjectival system concerns the rise of a twofold declension, which is usually referred to as the strong and the weak adjective declension. The rise of the ‘weak’ adjective has been discussed extensively, but it must be pointed out that the paradigm of the ‘strong’ adjective is by no means without problems of its own. The strong adjective can be projected back to the Indo-European stems in ἁ (masculine and neuter) and ἄ (feminine); the a-stems also provided a considerable number of adjectives; there were probably fewer i-stems. In Germanc, the a-stems were still available in great number, but the blinda-type (a-stem) was the most productive.

25.2 The adjectives

A given ‘adjectival’ form of Indo-European probably lacked special morphological characteristics which would have set it off from a noun. In Latin, bona has basically the same declension pattern as dominus, but esta can be put parallel with tego. But this example also shows one peculiarity of the adjective. A given adjective may take special forms in accordance with the noun to which it refers. The adjective and the demonstrative pronouns are the prime carriers of ‘grammatical’ gender. The development of the adjective is perhaps one of the most conspicuous innovations in Germanc morphology. In Germanc the adjective is not only sem-
category. There were also stems in -(I)-s-/(I)-n, which partly stem from the feminine formation corresponding to s-stem adjectives, partly they represent extensions of i-stems, and partly they continue genuine formations in IE *=er-. Some forms of the strong adjectival inflexion are clearly influenced by the paradigm of the demonstrative pronoun. Thus dat. sg. Go. blandewan exhibits the same ending as the dat. sg. *passuma of the demonstrative pronoun *athis. Similarly the acc. sg. blandana was formed on the pattern of *fana. Corresponding innovations can be found in the remaining Germanic languages. In the paradigms of Germanic adjectives it is customary to mark out those forms that are influenced by the pronounal inflexion; in the ‘strong’ paradigm given above, the so-called ‘pronominal’ forms of the adjective are in bold face.

The ‘weak’ adjective is a Germanic innovation. Morphologically *blandan-/bland- clearly follows the pattern of *gaman-/*gæm-, but it is anything but obvious how the duality of adjectival inflexions could have come about. The ‘weak’ adjective generally carries a nuance of ‘definiteness’. This semantic shade can secondarily be observed in the fact that in German (as well as in Old English) the weak adjective is generally used when the noun is accompanied by the article (= demonstrative pronoun); cf. (strong adjective) eiter Mann (OE glot man): (weak adjective) der gute Mann (OE egla man).

The Germanic adjective can exhibit comparison. There are two degrees of comparison, the comparative and the superlative. The comparative has two suffixes, namely *(I)-er- and *(I)-ar-; the comparative always follows the paradigm of the ‘weak’ adjective. The suffix *(I)-ar- represents an extension in -ar (<IE *(I)-ar-) of the zero-grade -er- of the marker *(I). The origin of *(I)-ar- is somewhat unclear, but it seems likely that it may be identified with the lengthened grade -ehr- of the suffix *er-. The superlative is formed by -ister. It may follow the strong or the weak declension. The suffix -ister- can be projected back to IE *(I)-ester-. IE *(I)-ester- represents a re-formation from the zero-grade -ester- of the suffix *er-.

2.5.3 The verb

While clearly containing a number of features inherited from Indo-European, the Germanic verb at the same time exhibits considerable innovations. Germanic verbs have traditionally been classified according to the formation of their preterite. Every Germanic verb opposes a specifically marked preterit form to the morphological system functioning in the present. Therefore the principle for describing the rise of the Germanic verbal system within the categories inherited from Indo-European must be the explanation of the present – preterite dichotomy. The Germanic verbal system distinguishes three moods in the present and two moods in the preterite: present indicative, present subjunctive, present imperative, preterite indicative and preterite subjunctive. Periphrastic forms were probably extremely rare in Germanic, if they occurred at all. The following account will be concerned with simple forms only.

The reconstruction of the Indo-European verbal system is controversial in more than one way. For the purposes of the following account, the Graeco-Aryan model will be adopted. This means that the agreements between Greek and Aryan in the verbal system will be assumed to be direct continuations of the Indo-European verbal system. Such difficult questions as to how the aberrant system of Anatolian can be explained will not be touched. The Indo-European verbal system is assumed to have exhibited the following categories:

1 aspect (it is quite doubtful whether this term may be used here):
   1 present, accist, perfect
   2 mood: indicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative, injunctive
   3 voice: active and middle
   4 person: three
   5 number: three

A few brief indications will be provided towards defining these categories. It should be noted, however, that the definitions are as far as possible based on morphology, since functional definitions are extremely difficult.

The three ‘aspects’ (1) can be defined as follows:

A perfect form like IE *le-lis-lés-a > Gk λεῖλετα consists of a reduplication, the root, and a person marker: *(I)-iser- is the 1-grade of the root *(I)-ler-, the reduplication consists of the root initial consonant *l followed by the vowel -e-, and -a is the marker for first singular. Gk λεῖλετα means ‘I am left over’. The perfect has stative meaning. The e-grade root was used in the singular, the dual and plural exhibited the root in zero-grade.

The aorist can appear in more than one form. The most archaic (perhaps, originally, the only) form of aorist was the aethematic root
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vowel. Verbal stems that were 'athematic' became so to speak 'thematic' in the subjunctive, whereas thematic stems added another thematic vowel, so that the thematic vowel became long. The subjunctive allows the use of the primary and secondary set of person markers. The subjunctive of the athematic present "*s-ti 'he is' appears as "*s-e-ti, whereas the thematic present "*bler-e-ti 'he carries' forms "*bler-e-e-ti() > *bler(e)-ti(1) in the subjunctive. The subjunctive expresses the 'will' of the speaker. It consequently often has reference to the 'future'.

The optative is marked by the ablauting suffix -ej-/f, which can be projected back to *yei-/ejo (e-grade/zero-grade). Athetic verbal stems attached the suffix to the weak stem, the e-grade of the suffix appeared in the singular, the zero-grade in the dual and plural. The optative exhibits the secondary set of person markers. The optative of "*s-e-ti 'he is' can be postixed as IE *y-e-je-ti (cf. Skt yahm, Lat. sim, sit, sit, in Old Latin sit). Thematic stems attach the zero-grade of the optative marker to the stem in -e-. The optative of "*bler-e-ti 'he carries' is to be posted as IE *bler-e-e-ti, -e- could be shortened to -e- and contrast with -e- to form the diphthong -e-. Gk petos is the immediate continuation of *bler-e-e-ti(). The optative expresses the wish of the speaker. Whereas the subjunctive often expresses a probability, the optative renders the nuance of the possibility.

In the present and aorist two diatheses (voices) were formally expressed, which are usually referred to as active and middle. The active and the middle were formally distinguished by special shapes of the person markers, as can be seen from the contrast of active "bler-e-ti 'he carries' against middle "*sek-e-ti 'he follows' (> Gk ἕκοις, Lat. sequitur (i.e. a special feature of the middle paradigm found in some languages)). The perfect had only one set of person markers; a middle of the perfect was secondarily shaped in some languages.

The following subsections will provide some information on how the Germanic verbal system can be accounted for on the basis of the inherited structure of the Indo-European verb. Since from the point of view of Old English the dual is no longer relevant, only two numbers will be listed, namely the singular and the plural. The Indo-European verb distinguished three persons (speaker, person spoken to and person or thing spoken about), and these categories have remained alive down to the present.

The main categories of the Germanic verb can be exemplified with the following Gothic paradigm of the verb noun 'take', which will be
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*...-
...-e* corresponds exactly to Gk `-ov` in `φέρων`. The imperative used the bare verbal stem in 2 sg.

The Germanic preterite of strong verbs basically goes back to the perfect of Indo-European. This derivation is particularly clear in the singular, since Gmc *han-s-o > Go. hann corresponds morphologically exactly to the type found in Gk ἁλώω, but in Germanic preterites of this type reduplication has generally been lost. The plural of some strong verbs can readily be projected back to the Indo-European reduplicationless perfect. But the origin of preterites with long `-s` in the plural (Gmc *han-s- > Go. hann-) is hardly clear. The weak preterite is an innovation of Germanic, whose origin is very controversial.

With regard to the person markers the following observations may be noted: in the first singular we find `-sai` in athematic present formations of the type IE `-sai-'I am' (> Gk εἰμι), but in thematic verbs `-s` occurs. In 2 sg. and 3 sg. the markers `-t` and `-ti` respectively were used following the thematic vowel (cf. Skt ḍhār- `he carries'), on the basis of which Gmc `-t` and `-ti` are the regular phonological continuations. The marker for 1 pl. may have been of the shape IE `-sai`, whereas `-e` occurred in 2 pl. In 3 pl. the marker `-sai` followed upon the thematic vowel `-e`. In the preterital system the singular endings closely go back to the markers found in the Indo-European perfect: 1 sg. `-e` (cf. Gk ἔλαβον), 2 sg. `-e`, 3 sg. `-e`. The endings `-s` and `-a` for 1 sg. and 3 sg. were lost in all Germanic languages. The ending `-t(a)` for 2 sg. is regularly found in Gothic and Norse; but in West Germanic only the preterite present verbs which go back to the Indo-European perfect preserve this marker (cf. OE sunlæt `thou shalt', ðæmfe `thou mayest', etc.), whereas the strong preterite introduced a new ending `-t` (OHG bula `you ordered'), OE bula), which may have originated from the aorist system or from the optative.

2.6 Syntax

In theory the morphological system of a language can be described without having recourse to 'meaning', which in this case means rather the 'function' of the forms concerned. Dealing with the meaning of morphological elements is the domain of syntax. In contrast to the forms of a language which, after all, can be described rather objectively, an analysis of the function of these forms encounters considerable difficulties because a certain subjective element is hardly avoidable in this context. What one might call 'word-syntax' has occasionally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Subjunctive</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sg.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>nimu</em></td>
<td><em>nimus</em></td>
<td><em>nim</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>nimissi</em></td>
<td><em>nimissi</em></td>
<td><em>nimiss</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>nimissi</em></td>
<td><em>nimissi</em></td>
<td><em>nimissad</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pl.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>nimiss</em></td>
<td><em>nimiss</em></td>
<td><em>nimiss</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>nimiss</em></td>
<td><em>nimiss</em></td>
<td><em>nimiss</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>nimissad</em></td>
<td><em>nimissad</em></td>
<td><em>nimissad</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preterite</th>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Subjunctive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sg.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>nam</em></td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>namissi</em></td>
<td><em>namissi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pl.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
<td><em>namiss</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following remarks can be offered on the comparative aspect of the above paradigm.

The indicative of the present basically goes back to the Indo-European present indicative. The verb chosen as an example is Gmc *han-s-o, which consists of a root *han- and an alternating vowel Gmc *
...-s-o, which goes back to IE *
...-s- and is termed the thematic vowel; the stem Gmc *han- precedes the respective markers for person and number. The thematic present formations of the type Gmc *
...-s-o correspond to the class found in Gk φέρων 'I carry', φέρων 'you carry' (2 pl.). The thematic vowel is `-e` in the second and third person singular and in the second person plural; the other persons use IE *
...- > Gmc *
...- as the thematic vowel. The subjunctive of Germanic continues the Indo-European optative, which in thematic verbs attached the marker `-t` to the thematic vowel `-o`; thus 2 sg. Gmc...
already been referred to. 'Word-syntax' is concerned with the function of precise forms; thus we would have to describe in detail the various functions covered by the accusative, we would have to explain the choice of tenses and moods, we would have to analyse the use of the 'strong' adjective in contrast to the 'weak' adjective, etc. In the absence of native speakers who could be asked whether a certain sequence of free and bound morphemes is 'meaningful', the discussion of prehistoric syntactic features must of necessity be rather incomplete. The following sections illustrate prehistoric syntax with regard to larger groups than the word. We will have to be concerned with the arrangement of word groups.

The basic criterion for grouping languages from the point of view of syntax is the position of the verb. Although the distinction is rarely absolutely clear-cut, it can be stated that languages have a so-called 'regular' word-order pattern. If we take the predicate as the centre of reference, it becomes possible to classify languages according to whether the object precedes or follows the finite verb. If we represent the object with O and the finite verb with V, the following two basic patterns can be set up:

**VO/OV**

Whereas Modern English is clearly a VO-language, Old English was an OV language, and this characteristic was inherited from Germanic and Indo-European. In an OV-language like Indo-European it is by no means excluded that on occasion the finite verb may appear preceding the object, but the sequence OV is the so-called 'unmarked' order; a deviation from this basic arrangement serves to render some special emphasis. As illustration of the Germanic word-order sequence the runic inscription on the Gallusius horn may be quoted:

\[ ck hiewagastIR holtjIR horna tawido \]

The object **horns** 'the horn' is found preceding the finite verb **tawido** 'I made'. The subject of the clause consists of three parts: **ck** 'I' is the personal pronoun for first singular, **hiewagastIR** is the person's name, and **holtjIR** (probably meaning 'from Holt') is used attributively with regard to the name. The text of the inscription can be translated as 'I HiewagastIR from Holt made the horn.'

The position of the finite verb after the object can be found in a high number of examples from the most varied Indo-European languages. Thus the beginning of the Aeneid may be quoted: **arma virumque**

---
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cowe... 'the weapons and the man I sing...', and the following more complex Hitite phrase exhibits the same word-order pattern: **man LUG[ A ]Lwaš pirra ṣekunakši ṣuši ᶻapuṣi GESTIN-an akawomas plaini, which means 'if someone shoots in front of the king [in a contest] then the one who hits the mark is given wine'. The following Vedē passage shows that the finite verb regularly appears in final position both in main and in subordinate clauses: **yēhiṣo mādhuḥ pradāhiṣati, tām i dēva api gacchatāti 'those for whom the honey flows, those too it (the honey) shall join'** (Ṛg Veda 10.154.1).

Languages with complex morphological systems certainly allow a greater freedom with regard to word-order than languages like English, where, because of the poverty of the morphological system, word-order is an essential constituent of the 'meaning' of a phrase. Whereas in German both **Der Vater sieht den Sohn** and **Den Sohn sieht der Vater** arc acceptable and carry basically the same meaning (although with a difference in emphasis), in English The father sees the son is the only possible way of rendering the underlying notion, since The son sees the father would have a totally different meaning. It must be stressed, however, that, in spite of some surface variations, even in a language like German word-order follows closely knit patterns. Word-order is by no means free.

The word-order rules for prehistoric stages of Old English can to a certain extent be deduced from the consideration of Latin syntactic patterns. At first sight a passage from Horace like the following might indicate absolute freedom in word-order: **equam momentum rebus in arduis adversa mentem 'remember to keep an even mind in adverse conditions'** (Odor II 3.1-2). Apart from poetic licence, which accounts for the 'comma' position of adjective **equam** and noun **mentem**, it should be noted that the preposition **in** follows the noun **rebus** and precedes the adjective **arduis** (in congruence with **rebus**). In Vedē we find adherence to rather strict word-order rules, and occasional deviations may have a number of different reasons. The following two passages are nearly identical, but in the second the finite verb **sacram** has shifted from the final position to the second position in the clause:

**pro te pérōne tatuandae vocan**

let me proclaim thy deeds of yore, and, too, the present deeds, which thou Maghavan (Indra) hast performed.
Let me proclaim Indra’s deeds which he, Maghavan, hath performed.

Word-order definitely allowed some freedom in prehistoric stages of Old English, but there were certain constraints. Some of these will be briefly analysed in the following sections.

Since verb final position was ‘unmarked’, a verb in initial position expressed a special nuance. The verb is usually in initial position in commands, and it is easy to imagine sentences in which only an imperative (without an object) is used; e.g. Gk ἢ γίγαντο (‘< IE *-digit-’). It should be noted, however, that in a sequence of two imperatives we find the first in initial position whereas the second imperative tends toward clause-final position. This rule can be illustrated with the following passage from the Iliad:

καλπάτην, καλλαθέη... δως τε ἔρε
(rejoice, o heralds, come closer (literally ‘... closer come’).

A comparable case can be quoted from Beowulf:

Bewe jices heages, Beowulf lefga, bys, mid hode, and jices hrodrige neot

enjoy this necklace, dear Beowulf, man, with prosperity, and make use of this mantle (literally ‘...and of this mantle make use’).

A particularly difficult problem concerns the distinction between main and subordinate clauses. Although the view formerly widely held according to which originally only parataxis (i.e. sequential arrangement of main clauses) was in use cannot be upheld, it is nevertheless clear that the distinction between parataxis and hypotaxis (subordination of subclause to mainclause) is by no means clear-cut. This is particularly true of relative clauses. Whatever the Indo-European way of producing relative clauses may have been, Germanic evidently did not continue that formation pattern; in the Germanic languages new ways were found for shaping relative clauses. Whereas Gothic has a particle -si attached to the demonstrative pronoun so that we find sawl ‘he who’, etc., in Old English (apart from more elaborate ways of rendering the relative) an unchangeable particle je may be used to introduce a relative clause. The following passage from The Wanderer may illustrate the relative clause introduced by je:

Nis na wæs on
je ic him midian
minne dære
sonetle æggen

there is now no one to whom I dare openly tell my thoughts.

2.7 The lexicon

Old English clearly inherited a basic stock of lexical items which ultimately go back to Indo-European. Some of these lexical items have already been mentioned because they are the basis for setting up the sound correspondences and hence for deducing the sound changes which led from Indo-European to Proto-Germanic and ultimately Old English. But delineating precisely the Indo-European vocabulary is very difficult indeed, because new lexical items could at any time be created on the existing patterns. Down to the present day, English preserves a number of words which may well go back to very old stages of Indo-European. Among these items we should certainly include the basic terms for family relationship such as father (cf. Lat. pater, Gk ἀπός, etc.), mother (cf. Lat. mater, Gk μητέρα, etc.), brother (cf. Lat. frater, Skt bhárata, etc.), sister (cf. Lat. soror, Lith. sūna, etc.), son (cf. Lith. sūnas, Skt sūnas, etc.), daughter (cf. Gk ἱνευρός, Lith. dukél, etc.). Among the clearly inherited items which certainly have a long prehistory belong also the basic numerals such as one (cf. Lat. unus, Lith. vienas, etc.), two (cf. Lat. duo, Gk δύο, Lith. dvo, etc.), three (cf. Lat. tres, Gk τρεῖς, Skt ṭṝṣa, etc.), four (cf. Lat. quattuor, Gk τέσσαρες, Skt caturḍa, Lith. ketvir̆i, etc.), five (cf. Lat. quinque, Gk πέντε, Skt pāṇcika, etc.).

Some lexical items which can, with high probability, be attributed to Indo-European allow us some glimpses into the set-up of the culture and social set-up, although we are still far from agreement on where the original homeland (Urheimat) may have been. In a recent and authoritative work on Indo-European Cowgill (see Mayrhofer 1986) tended towards accepting the views of Maria Gimbutas according to whom the speakers of Indo-European may have settled in the North Caucasus and Lower Volga area in the fourth millennium BC. From the lexical agreements among the most ancient Indo-European languages we can deduce that those speakers of Indo-European engaged in warfare, had a fairly well-developed agricultural system and were
familiar with cattle, horses, sheep and swine. They probably knew how to build vehicles with wheels. The use of some metals may also have been available to them.

But details of the vocabulary beyond the most basic items are not readily retrievable. It must be borne in mind that even in the cases where we find perfectly agreeing forms in more than one Indo-European language we cannot be certain that the underlying common form was really used in the proto-language, because innovations could occur at any time on the pattern of existing forms. Thus Indo-European had a productive category of nester stems with e-grade of the verbal root preceding an alternating suffix which ended in -i. One member of this formation class is probably found in the noun for 'one', IE *h₂e₁-ər. This word is regularly continued in OE ər. Other r-stems could be easily created secondarily, however. Thus the agreement of Skt jumā-, Gk ypēv and Lat. genus would certainly seem to indicate the existence of a proto-form IE *gētis-ər; and in spite of the fact that this may well be a 'correct' reconstruction in the sense that the word may actually have been in use, it should not be forgotten that *gētis-ər could also have been shaped at any given time in the prehistory of the languages in which it is found.

Perhaps the most productive way of forming new words is by juxtaposing two items and gradually coalescing them into a new unit. The process is termed 'composition'. For Indo-European compounds can be defined morphologically as exhibiting an unchangeable first part, whereas the synchronically required changes occur in the second part only. In Indo-European only nouns could be compounded. It is usually assumed that the rise of composition dates from a period when the regular inflection was not yet fully developed. Germanic certainly inherited the ability to form compounds, but compounding was definitely not as frequent as it is in Modern English. The types of compounds which can be assumed for Germanic can be briefly described as follows.

Determinative compounds originally consist of two nominal stems the first of which qualifies (= 'determines') the second. For Proto-Germanic we may assume a formation *brujfos-l : *geis- ( < IE *h₂etis-)<.

The nominal stem *brujlos ( < IE *h₂etis-) apparently fell out of use early, and the compound gradually lost its transparency. In Old English brýdʒguma another term for 'man', namely gama, was substituted. But OE gama was obsolete, and so the compound became again opaque. It was rendered transparent by introducing the term guma as second element of the compound. "Bridegroom" is due to a popular etymology: -gmea having dropped out of use was replaced by the similarly sounding but originally quite different noun guma.

Copulative compounds, which apparently were not numerous in Germanic, consist of two elements where the sum total of the two makes up the meaning of the compound. This type of compounding is found in numerals like thirteen ( = "thirteen and ten"), fourteen ( = "four and ten"), etc. Old English had a compound *hēofongfæderan (found in Beo 1164), which means 'nephew (= brother's son) and (paternal) uncle'. But otherwise copulative compounds were rare.

A type of compounds that was clearly inherited usually consisted of adjective+noun, but the compound did not have the same reference as the noun (as was basically the case with determinative compounds); in this special type the whole compound basically functioned as an adjective and referred to somebody or something endowed with what the sequence adjective+noun expressed. These compounds are usually termed possessive compounds or, using an Indic example of the type, bahuvrihi-compounds. "Barfoot" is an example in point, since it means 'having bare feet'. The possessive compounds were above all frequently used in naming. The anonymous author of the Old English poem "Wældealf" refers to himself as 'having (made) a wide journey'.

In many cases we can be reasonably certain that the second element of a compound was weakened, thereby losing its transparency and ultimately came to function as a suffix. In Modern English the suffix -dom can be attached to a number of nominal stems in order to form abstract nouns of the type kingdom. The suffix -dom is in origin identical with the noun doom, which may have meant something like 'judgement'.

In Old English, nominal compounds of the type cyne-dom could regularly be formed. In a similar way -chip in friendship and -bond in marriage, beyond, etc., were originally nominal stems that could occur both in isolation and as second elements of compounds: OE hād, the precursor of -high, did in fact occur on its own, whereas the noun serving as second member of the compounds of the type friendship was also in Old English used in composition only.

But apart from the clearly inherited items and those formed from inherited material on existing patterns, we find a considerable group of lexical items in Germanic which so far defy satisfactory etymological
analysis. In some cases we may be concerned with borrowings (e.g. path). But in a number of cases we must also reckon with the possibility that the right cognates have simply not been found so far.

FURTHER READING

The subject matter dealt with in the preceding chapter is covered by an enormous number of publications. A good introductory account into the main concerns of Indo-European and Indo-European comparative grammar is provided by Bädd (1983). The best modern compendium of Indo-European grammar is Szemerényi (1980/1989). A very specialised account of Indo-European phonology (together with a general introduction to the various Indo-European languages) is available in Mayrhofer (1986); the book also offers up-to-date bibliography. The bulky detailed notes as to how the system of stop consonants in Indo-European should be reconstructed is also dealt with in Mayrhofer’s book. The views of Gamkrelidze are so far accessible through a number of specialised articles as well as in the Russian publication Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1984); an English translation of that work is in preparation. The current work on Indo-European is listed in “Indogermanische Chronik” published twice a year in the journal Die Sprache.

For comparative grammar of the Germanic languages the most widely used book is Prokosch (1939), which is stimulating but not always reliable. The “state of the art” around the turn of the century is found in Streiberg 1896. Seebold 1970 gives an etymological account of the primary verbs of Germanic. The standard grammars of Old English (Campbell 1959 and Brunner 1963) also offer excellent material on the subject as well as rich bibliography. Questions of Germanic syntax have been dealt with by Hopper 1975. On a rather modest scale my textbooks (Bammeberger 1984a, 1984b, 1984c and 1989) may be mentioned.

With regard to the early period of comparative linguistics, there is a good account available in Robinson 1987.

3 PHONOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY

Richard M. Hogg

3.1 Introduction

Whatever their other achievements, the Anglo-Saxons could not lay claim to being outstanding grammarians. Indeed, to judge by the paucity of grammatical writing during the Old English period, where Ælfric’s Latin Grammar (ca 1000) stands out because it is the exception that proves the rule, the Anglo-Saxons would not have wished to make such a claim, their intellectual interests lying in entirely different areas. This, of course, makes the task of reconstructing the nature of the Old English language that much more difficult. Thus, in the areas which are the concern of this chapter, we have no equivalent of the Icelandic First Grammarian, who, writing in the thirteenth century, gives a wealth of detail about the sound system of Old Icelandic (see Benediktsson 1972, Haugen 1950). At much the same time as the First Grammarian was writing, an East Midlands monk of Scandinavian origin, Órn, composed a lengthy verse work entitled Ormulum, in which he employed a writing system of his own devising from which we can glean a considerable amount of information about his pronunciation (see Burchfield 1956, Sisam 1953b:188–95 and vol. II, ch. 2 of this History). However, Órn’s spelling system, valuable as it is, is not only ambiguous in its aims and effects, but also relates to a period when the English language had considerably altered in structure and system. For Old English itself we have no direct testamentary evidence from any contemporary or near-contemporary source.

Two questions arise from this. Firstly, how can we go about reconstructing the linguistic system of Old English? Secondly, how precisely can we hope to reconstruct that system? The methods of linguistic reconstruction have been dealt with in chapter 2 of this